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Abstract 

We are investigating the possibility of accelerating particles 
with high gradients in a 'Wake Field Transformer" [1,21· The 
progress of this experiment will be described. The develope
ment of the high current hollow beam electron gun was contin
ued. In the conventionallinac, the hollow beam was accelarated 
to about 6 MeV. Beam monitors came into operation, two gap 
monItors. two fluorescent monitors and a. Cerenkov monitor. 
Calculations with the computer code WAKTRACK[31 gave the 
final details for the high energy section of the accelerator that 
wtll be installed during 1986. 

INTRODUCTION 

June 26, 1986 

THl.-3 

Circular accelerators for electrons are operatmg very successfully in 
the Ge V range. As the synchrotron radiatiOn increases with the 
fourth power of the energy, linear accelerators become attractive at 
very high energies. above 100 Ge V. In the Te V region they are the 

onl y feasl ble choice. 

promise much higher gradients (about 1 order of magnitude). Sev
eral methods have been discussed 6.1,81. The DESY Wake Field 
Transformer experiment is carried out in order to recognize the in
herent physical and technical problems in more detail and possibly 
to overcome them. As the principle has been described in detail 
elsewherell ,2:, we only recall the basiCS: A drivmg beam with high 
charge ("" IIJC) passes the" Wake Field Transformer" (WFT). where 
it excites wake fields that lead to deceleration. By proper shapmg of 
the WFT, the wave packet is subsequently spatially focussed. Thus 
the field strength increases proportionally to the inverse of the square 
root of the volume containing the wake fields. A second beam With 
lower charge ("" O.OIIJC) passes the transformer with a suitable delay 
and experiences a much greater acceleration than the deceleration of 
the driving beam. 

Among different geometrical arrangements of the driving and 
driven beamll ,2!. a hollow beam dnving a thm beam on ItS center 
may be achieved most easily. Furthermore for this case the calculated 
magnitude of the transformation ratiO IS 10. which is large compared 
to other geomtenes. Assuming a lotal charge of IlJe and a bunch 
length of 5 mm, we find values for the accelerating gradient above 
100 \-leV 1m for the inner beam. 

To become achievable With respect to cost, they have to operate 
with high acceleratiOn gradients. The total length of a Iinac IS given 

approximately by 

center of mass energy 
L - . 

accelerating gradient 

The common technology allows gradients up to 11 \-Ie V,I m ;.41, 

with superconductive cavities one reaches up to 20 \-leV 1m i5i Laser 
accelerators '61, plasma accelerators or wakefield accelerators i9,1O! 

Phase 

Laser 

Prebuncher 
cov/t y IIJOnito,-

In the experiment (fig. 1), a laser driven gun produces a high 

current (1 kA, 150 keY) hollow ring beam of 10 em diameter. In the 
prebuncher the hollow beam is bunched to a length of about 5 em. 

The following linac consists of four 3-cell-cavities (500 \-1Hz) powered 
by a 1 MW klystron. At the end of the linac. the bunch has a length 
of about 3 em (rms) and an energy of 8 \-Ie V. The whole equipment 
is put into a solenoid guiding field of 0.2 T. The final longitudinal 

o 

" 
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Fi~. I. (h"r;,1/ h,·"",. of the Wake Field Transformer experiment at Dg5Y "hown from left to right: The infrared light 
hf''lm pro,fwPd h" a (.j-,wltched Nd- Vag laser (peak power> 100 MW ) IS focused on a ring shaped tantalum cathode 
TIi" emItted therrTllonlc- and photoelectrons are extracted by a voltage of about 100 kV and gUIded by solenOid fields 
of n Z T into the linac. First the hollow beam becomes compressed longitudinally in a prebuncher Then four .1-eell 
eavlt.les (500 MHz) accelerate it to 8 MeV. A pulsed klystron (peak power I MW) feeds the cavities. In the antlsolenoid 
further longitudinal compression is achieved. By increased solenoidal fields at the end radial compression takes place 
too .·\{t.er t.hat. the electron ring enters the actual Wake Field Transformer. conSIsting of 110 cylindrical cells arranged 
"ne aftl'r another For monitoring and adjustment of the ring beam, several beam monitors have been set up. 

·()n 'le:IVE- fr'-'ill T~in~htl~j l"nivf>r,,',ry. Rf-·!j'JII~. F\;."plf:·:" Rf>publik .:·f Chin:1 

t ()II ie:tve fr( III KEK :';;LtJonZII L:1 r" r:t I- ,ry f. ,r High Energy PhY!lic.::, J a.p:Ll. 
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Fig. 2. Cn)ss section of the laser driven hollow be&lJl gun. The infrared laser light is focussed on a ring at the 
tilfil,dum "",thode The optical train consists of a viewing port, a focussing lens and a conical mirror. The conical 
mirror IS il quartz cylinder with a polished inverse cone at the top, making use of the total reflection at the glass 
I,H'llll'" 'llditcp Th" ,'mission mechanism is explained by the generalized Richardson effect (pure thermionic effect 
"'I'! Ih,'ml/Onl. sllT'pnrtrd multiphotoneffectj. The emitted electrons are extracted by a high voltage and guided hy a 
",hl""j li,'ld liJ,olJ"h >1 slot hole in the anode. In order to increase the break down voltage the insulating ceramic IS 

.llre, '"/l,i",1 he- 'r. '~ilS lit atmospheric pressure. The optical train is separated from the gas by an insulating tube. 

compression is achieved in the high energy buncher, after which the 
nng beam IS fed into the Wake Field Transformer. 

So far. the experimental set up has been installed up to the end 

of the linac. 

THE GUN 

Fig.2 shows the design of the gun. An infrared light pulse of a Nd
Y AG laser, consisting of a 3 ns main pulse with two side maxima, is 
focused on a ring at the cathode. There electrons are extracted from 
the metal via heating and photo effect [iOl. These are accelerated by 
the high voltage and follow the field lines of the surrounding solenoid 
magnets through a slot hole in the anode. 

High Voltage 

Using an available ceramic of the DESY linacs the high voltage is 
limited to about 50 kV. In order to reach the design value of 150 
k V the gun is surrounded by an insulating material for which SF 6 

gas is used. Since the laser light must not penetrate the SF6 gas, 
because otherwise the glass surfaces of the windows would be etched, 
it travels in air inside a tube (see fig. 2). The HV feed through has 
also been improved. With these modifications, the high voltage was 
limited by sparking in the vacuum chamber. This was improved by 
increasing the distance between anode and cathode and installing an 
additional ion sputter pump (400 lis). Finally the voltage has been 
raised to 130 kV. However at the required magnetic field strength 
(- 0.2T) the maximum value is reduced to about 80 kV. Some pos
.,hle explanf1tlOns r'>I,ld hp <l. surface current on the glass prism or 
""nning ef!,prt 

The peak current measured with a gap monitor was about 15 A at 
50 k V. This is one order of magnitude lower than the expected value 
for a space charge limited current. If the limitation of the current is 
not due to space charge it can be enhanced by increasing the laser 

power density at the cathode surface. However, It may also be pos
sible that it is limited by space charge or parts of the beam are lost 
by mechanical obstacles. In the next step an anode with a wider ring 
slot will be used. 

Pulse Length 

The laser produces a light pulse of about iO ns total length. The main 
intensity is concentrated in about 3 ns; the two side maxima contain 
less then 10% of the light intensity. This profile was measured with 
a fast vacuum photo diode. The current response lasts about 9 ns 
(FWHM). measured with a gap monitor. 

Azimuthal Homogeneity of the Ring Beam 

It is important that the azimuthal charge distribution in the ring be 
as homogeneous as possible. Any inhomogeneity causes transverse 
wake fields which lead to transverse instabilities of the inner beam. 
However it seems very difficult to create a homogeneous electron ring 
beam. 

Fig.4 shows the upper and lower part of the electron ring detected 
by the two cameras on the movable Ie fluorescent screen monitor. 
Until now two tantalum cathodes have been tested. 

Several causes are considered for this inhomogeneity, e.g. an as
symmetry in the laser profile or in the light path, a surface effect 
of the cathode or a mechanical obstacle for the electrons, The laser 
profile has been measured (see fig. 3) and it seems not to be the main 
cause for the inhomogeneity. 

The four ta~s holding the inner part of the anode cause holes in 
the h"llow b .. arll (,,'p fig 4). Howev<,r these holes do not effect the 
innpc 1"'<1'" \('c\ ""ler, due 1.0 their fourfold svmmetry 
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Fig. 3. Spatial intensity profile of the Q-switched Nd· Yag laser beam (>. = 1.064 jlm) . On the left side the profile 
is rerorded on a "burn paper" and on the right side the profile is scanned with a pin hole power meter. A burn paper 
is an exposed and developed black and white photo paper. A single shot evapora.tes the silver coating on the paper 
proportional 1,0 tile las" r power density. This pattern gives a first impression of the spatial intensity profile. A pin hole 
power meter' is a calorimeter where the sensitive area is reduced by a pin hole (here with a diameter of Imm) . The plot 
shows a vertical re/lt er cut through the profile. In both pictures a diffraction pattern is seen which is typical for this 
laser. 

MI~IATURl VIDEO-CAMERA 

fLUORESCENT 
SCREEN 

HULLOW BEAM 
DIRECTIOt. r--

I 4a) 

VACUUM WINDOW 
VAcuur1_CHAMBER 

Fig. 4. (a) Mu.al>le screen monitor for observation of the ring 
/" """ I>dore acceleration (left at the top). (b) The electron ring 
/,,'a lll lIit I.ing Ull a flourescent screen monitor after bunching seen by 
Ie/""isi"" cameras. upper part of the picture from below, lower from 
abo." (riKIII, at. I/J" I,Op) . 

THE LINAC 

Prebuncher Cavity 

So far, the prebuncher cavity has concentrated a low current electron 
beam to 5 short bunches of about 3 cm length each. With higher cur
rents (higher laser power) the bunches are longer. This is interpreted 
as a space charge effect . 

The prebuncher and the accelarating cavities are powered by 
one klystron which is pulsed at 25Hz with lOOjls duration. As the 
buncher cavity is located in the magnetic field of the solenoid, multi. 
pactoring is much more severe than usual. The field strength breaks 
down after about 20jls . Thus stable conditions cannot be achieved 
easily. In order to avoid this instability, the laser is triggered in the 
first rise before multipactoring takes place, about lOjls after the rf 
has been turned on. Due to filling time ("" 20jls) , however, at this 
point of time the rf level in the accelarating cavities has reached only 
a small fraction of its final value, so that no proper acceleration of the 

b) 

electrons takes place. Thus a separate rf amplifier for the prebuncher 
cavity, that can be triggered separately, is being installed , so that we 
can use the first stable region . 

Accelerating Cavities 

In the four 3-cell cavities the electrons are accelerated to about 6 
Me V. A first phase shifter between the prebuncher cavity and the 
first accelerating cavity adjusts the injection phase . A second phase 
shifter between the first and the second cavity corrects for the delay in 
phase of the not yet relativistic electrons. The third phase shifter at 
the fourth cavity allows a variable energy spread for the high energy 
bunching in the antisolenoid . 

Correction Coils 

The movable screen in the low energy part and a fixed , but transpar· 
ent fluorescent gr id at the end of the linac allow the observation of the 
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position of t he h(Jlk,w beam. its actual diameter, its radial thickness 
and the azimuthal ci,arge distribution. 

We found a tenoencv of the ring to be slightly oval instead of 
r" "nd . Thi~ is caused b; aberrations from the cylindrical symmetry 
" f the solenoid coils and can be corrected by quadrupole correction 
roi ls . \\"il Ii two pairs of correction coils behind the first screen mon
II " r a ,U f't'qJO" II lull of a dipole and quadrupole magnetic field can 
be produced, by adjusting the currents in the four coils individu
ally. Thus both the shape and the position of the hollow be can be 

controlled. 

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS 

In the drift space of the prebuncher, a gap monitor and a movable 
fluorescent screen monitor were installed . For beam diagnostics after 
the acceleration a Cerenkov monitor , a gap monitor, a fluorescent 
grid and a special hollow beam spectrometer were added. 

Gap Monitors 

For the current measurement of the long bunches, gap monitors are 
used which simply interrupt the beam pipe by a ceramic ring. The 
image current on the wall induced by the beam current ftows through 
some resistors bridging the gap (fig 6). The voltage signals appearing 
across these resistors are picked up. They contain information about 
the charge distribution longtudinally and transversly. 

The first gap monitor in the low energy part consists of 64 re
sistors , IOn each. Sixteen 50n cables pick up the signals over an 
additional 50n resistor avoiding the reflection of backwards running 
signals. Eight of the 16 signals are summed up and can be observed 
either after a long cable with an oscilloscope or directly near the 
monitor with a sampling head to avoid damping and distortion of 
the signal. 

Figure 5 shows two of five bunches separated by 2 ns. The O!!Cilla
tion of about 3 GHz is caused by a resonant circuit consisting of the 
capacity of the ceramic ring (C "'" 50pF) and the inductivity of the 
resistors and their connections (L ... 50pH). This LC resonant circuit 
is damped by the low resistance of the 64 gap resistors (together 
0.156n). Thus the signals produced by short bunches are hidden 
by oscillations. Fortunately longer bunches do not excite oscillations 
with such large amplitudes and thus can be observed reasonably well. 

In the gap monitor at the end of the linac very short bunches 
would excite large oscillatioris. Therefore here the ohmic load is ad
justed to aperiodic damping (R = 1.56n) in order to get fast sig
nal response while the oscillations are damped sufficiently. This is 
achieved without any resistors but only by bridging the gap with 32 
pickup coax cables of 50n impedance. 

If the ring beam is centered to the axis of the beam pipe the 
azimuthal charge distribution can be determined from the different 
amplitudes of the signals around the pipe. On the other hand the 
absolute value of the total beam is obtained by summing all the 

Fig. 5 . Two or.5 bunches produced by a single laser snot. 
Th " sppara/.ion hp'.wppn them is 2 ns. The bunch length is about 150 
r' I V 10\' 11M) . Th" , ignals are produced' by a gap monitor in front of 
/ II<' li nac I,,,hind a drift space of 1.2 m after the end of the prebuncher 
,·it .. ;/.y. They arr> dptected by a sampling oscilloscope. 

Induced wall 
c:urrpni i 

Version a : 

Low Inductance 
chip resistors 

Hallow Eleclran 
B.am 

SOil SOil cabl .. IUT8S1 

Beam PiP" 

Ring C~ramic 

Version b: 

SOil cabl. (RG 2131 

Fi~. 6. Phy'/rai layout and wiring of the gap monitor at the 
In"" pnergy end o f t he linac (Version a) and its equivalent circuit 
(L .- .;llrH , C =0 ~OpF and R = 0.156n), which can explain the 
0b",'n w l osrilla/ i0ns or about 3GH z between the bunches (see fig. 5). 
(Vf'rsion h) Short conection from the ceramic (d = 4mm, h = 7mm) 
to nne o f the 32 big 50n cables damping the oscillations occuring at 
the high pnergy pnd aperiooically. 

pickupe. TJU. yields a signal which is approximatelly independent of 
the uimuthal beam distribution. Thoee signals have been compared 
with current mellBurements performed using a pulse transformer on 
the high voltage line feeding the cathode. Also here short pulses 
(10 ns) excite oscillations so that higher amplitudes are simulated . 
However the corrected values are consistent with the measurements 
of the gap monitors. The summed signals of the peak current derived 
from the both gap monitors agree within 15 % . 

Cerenkov Monitor 

To measure the length of short bunches (:s 5 em), the time resolution 
of 150 ps of the gap monitors is not sufficient . In order to resolve the 
expected bunch length of less than 1 cm properly, a time resolution 
of about 10 ps is necessary. This resolution can be achieved by a 
commercial streak camera (see fig. 7). The light pulse is created by 
the Cerenkov effect in glass. A similar arrangement has recently been 
used at slac [ul. A small part of the ring beam penetrates a quartz 
wedge and excites Cerenkov radiation . This light is then guided out 
by total reflections and leaves the beam pipe nearly perpendicular to 
tht' iwam axis .. An optical system (;;ee fig . 8). consisting of 3 lenses 
and 2 mirrors , guides the light over 5 m to the streak camera, which 
is loca ted far from the disturbulg solenoid end field. 

Fi g.\) shows the st reak camera signal of a bunch with 1 cm FWHM . 
Su rar , such shor t bunch", call he <lchieved only at low current. 

II "IJow Beam SpectromPler 

In order to analyze the energy of the hollow beam, a special hollow 
" .. am spf'ct rometer (see fig . 10) fill., been developed . In the present 
-1i1~t· . II I .... IlltHl nted ai dt(· end uf t he linac . 
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Fig. 7. Streak. camera: The Cerenkov JJght DealJJ t:Jut:J~lJJl) HUUJ IIU,"- 1"'.1"' .... ............ u VIJ IIJJt: JJ5JH ~)itue 01 the plcture is 
focl/sspd t,,, t,hp ('nt, ranc~ split of the time disperser (middle part of the picture). The light signals scanned by the electron 
hpltm in th" time disprrser are recorded on a flourescent screen inside and are monitored by a television camera at the 

far {"n . 
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Fig. 9. Singlp bunch signal taken with the streak camera. The 

width (FWHM) corresponds to a length of 1 cm. 

VACUUM CHAM BER 

B 

MINIATURE VIDEO CAMER 
I OPTIC F:8mm J 

FLUORESCENT SCREEN 

Fig. 10. Hollow beam spectrometer making use of the end 

Fig. 8. Setup of the 6erenkov 1i611t monitor for lIi611 rMOlution 
ICJllgitudinal beam size measurement of tile 1I0llow beam. 

field of the solenoid on the left side (not shown). By an iron sheet (3 
ern thick) the inner longitudinal field is bent outwards within a short 
range. Here the passing electrons experience a transverse momentum 
and hit the fluorescent screen at the inner wall of the spectrometer 
tube at a longi~udinal position corresponding to their energy. 
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In the short solenoid end field the particles experience an az
imuthal kick and thus change their azimuthal velocity by av~ = 
(erB)/(2,mo) (v~: azimuthal velocity after crossing the end field, 
,rna: energy, r: radius, B: solenoid field strength). Particles of dif
ferent energies hit a surrounding fluorescent pipe at different longi
tudinal positions. The flourescent light is observed by two television 
cameras viewing from the end of the pipe. From the longitudinal 
position, v~ can be calculated and thus, knowing B and measuring r 
with a screen monitor, we can determine the energy. 

For several reasons (space charge, transverse electric field com
ponents in the cavities, gaps between the solenoids) the electrons 
experience transverse forces and therefore oscillate around the lines 
of the guiding magnetic field. Presently it is not possible to determine 
the initial transverse velocity due to these effects when the electrons 
enter the end field at the spectrometer. This leads to an uncertainty 
in the energy measurement. In order to improve the accuracy a lon
gitudinally movable screen has been installed by which the transverse 
electron velocity can be determined just before the spectrometer. 

Furthermore, according to calculations, the oscillations can be 
suppressed by proper adjustment of the solenoid currents. Thus the 
movable screen will also be used in order to monitor appropriate 
adjustments. 

COMPUTER SIMULATION 

The computer code WAKTRACK has been extended to take space 
charge into account. Furthermore external data for cavity fields ob
tamed from numerical solutions (URMEL) of Maxwell equations may 

GRI1 PH 

be handled and wake field effects can be included (TBCI). Static 
electric and magnetic fields as calculated by the codes PROFI and 
MAFIA are also accepted and processed by WAKTRACK. [121· 

Fig. 11 shows a typical plot output. In the lower part, the ring 
radius is plotted versus the longitudinal position of the ring along 
the linac. Above this curve the cavities with their phases and the 
positions of the solenoid coils are drawn. 

In the upper part of the figure, the energy is drawn, in the low 
energy range, the difference to , = 1 is stretched by a factor of 30. In 
the same part of the plot, the phase difference compared to a particle 
moving with the speed of light is shown. 

For the tracking, initially a number of particles are assumed to be 
distributed on a ring, all having an energy of 75 ke V. 

The bunching effect of the prebuncher and the acceleration in 
each cavity cell can be observed. 

Oscillations of the electrons around the magnetic field lines are 
excited by the radial cavity fields and radial magnetic field compo
nents, which occur at the gaps between the coils. By varying the cur
rent in some of the coils, the collective oscillation can be suppressed. 
However at the transition of the particles into the antisolenoid of the 
high energy buncher additional oscillations are excited due to the fi
nite length of solenoid end fields. Investigations have been started to 
develop hollow beam focusing systems to counteract this effect and 
other non-collective effects such as radial space charge. 

15. 350.~--mr--~----~----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
11. 240. - - - - - - - V -I --.-:------

II ___________ J 
II 

I. 3 4 5 6 8 9 
'I' 'i" , i I " , , I i i";' i"; i j "" i ' ;, I 'I' 

I. I. I. I c::cJc::cJ 

ORBIT RROUND M~CHINE RXIS c::cJ 
c::cJc::cJc::cJ 

5.0 CM 

4.0 CM 

3.0 CM 

r-..--...,,--, 

285 

Fig. 11. Typical plot output of the WAKTRACK tracking code, showing several particle properties in the DESY 
pxpprimpnL [n th" middle between the two frames, a scheme of the experimental set up is drawn, together with a scale, 
v.h,rh r"n h., rnmparpr/ to figure 1. The coils are sketched and near the cavity contours their phases are written in 
dpgrpps fj"/ow th,. r,h" orbit of the particles is plotted: the ring radius varies between 3 and 5 cm due to transverse 
{n"'r'S ,11 gaps hpl.wP"n coils and in cavities. The collective oscillation around the dashed reference orbit is reduced in 
il.' alllp/il.llde by adj""ting the current in the coils between the third and the fourth cavity (4.6 m < z < 5.6 m). Above 
I h" ,,-t lip sketch I\vO curves are plotted in one frame, the relativistic, factor and the phase difference compared to 
" parlJeI" movillg with the speed of light. In front of the first accelerating cavity (z < 1.7 mY, where the particles 
are n"nre/ativistlc, h - 1) is stretched by a factor of 30. Behind that, the increasing energy in the iinac can be 
seen. The phase difference of nonrelativistic particles changes with a certain slope depending on the particle velocity. 
When the particle speed approacbes c, the phillie becomes const&IJt. It only ch&IJges again in the high energy buncher 
(7 m < z < 9 mY, where the velocity parallel to the z-axes is decreased by rotating the hollow beam. 
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High energy buncher 

The final longitudinal compression of the hollow beam is achieved 
in an antisole~oid.' The field strength of the solenoid and of the 
antisolenoid are equal, the region where the field is radial must be 
very short. Therefore iron plates are inserted between the coils. The 
resulting field has been calculated with PROFI and included to the 
tracking code. 

When the ring passes the radial field , the particles experience an 
azimuthal kick , which is just twice the kick of a solenoid end field. 
Thus the path of one particle in the antisolenoid is a spiral on a 
cylinder that has the same diameter as the ring beam, i.e. the ring 
is rotating, the radius does not change (see fig. 11) . As some of 
the energy goes into the circular motion, the longitudinal velocity 
decreases i.e. the phase changes. The phase of the fourth cavity is 
adjusted such that the earlier particles are accelerated less than the 
later ones. Thus the ring can be bunched even at high energies, where 
classical rf bunching mechanisms fail. 

At the end of the antisolenoid , the rotation is stopped by an 
inverse kick. 

Wake Field Transformer 

The first model built of the transformer is shown in fig. 12. For 
preliminary investigations independent of the available current we 
intend to create a low energy (50 keY) test beam just in front of 
the transformer. With this set up it will be possible to detect even 
small accelerating gradients due .to the Wake Field Transformation. 
Of course 50 ke V electrons will not be captured and accelerated op
timally as they are nonrelativistic. However computer simulations 
show that a significant change in energy can be expected . 

SUMMARY 

So far we have studied the production and acceleration of the hollow 
beam for the Wake Field Transformer experiment. The gun will 
need some improvements in order to reach its design values. Screen 
monitors, gap monitors and the hollow beam spectrometer have been 
installed . The time resolution of the Cerenkov monitor is sufficient 
even for,the short bunches which are expected at the end of the high 
energy buncher. 
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Fig. 12. Wake field transformer: (a) The photo displays slices 
which are held together by metal strips forming a stack lying nor
mally inside the tube. On the inner wall of this tube are ring shaped 
channels in which the wake fields are excited by the driving hollow 
beam. The wake fields are guided by the slices into the center of the 
tube where they interact with the driven beam. All parts are made 
from stainless steel. (b) Sectional drawing of a part of the wake field 
transformer. 
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